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ABSTRACT

High purity synthetic silica glass (Suprasil F300) samples were densified by High Pressure/High Temperature (HP-HT) using three different
pressure/temperature/duration values. Their relaxation process was studied by applying 2.5MeV electron irradiation with doses varying
from 1 MGy up to 11 GGy. At very high dose (11 GGy), all the densified silica samples exhibit the same density value (�2.26 g/cm3)
regardless of the densification conditions, referring to an equilibrium value known as an amorphous silica metamict phase. In detail, the
HP-HT silica samples were progressively dedensified from 1 GGy irradiation dose until reaching this equilibrium. Whatever the initial topo-
logical disorder revealed through Raman spectra, all silica samples present identical Raman spectra at 11 GGy, with high intensities of D1

and D2 components, attesting they reach one unique silica polymorph. Regarding the irradiation at high temperature (600 MGy, 600K), the
results show that the thermal annealing during irradiation “accelerates” somehow the relaxation kinetics of both macroscopic density and
vibrational signature. Furthermore, it seems that such high irradiation temperatures lead to increase the Non-Bridging Oxygen Hole Center
point defects generation.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5127836

Nowadays, a high interest is given to the development of relevant
technologies based on optics, photonics, and optoelectronics devices,
thanks to their promising efficiency and vulnerability under severe
conditions. One of the indispensable optical materials used in these
technologies is the silica glass because of its numerous properties such
as its ultratransparency in the UV-NIR spectral domain, high mechan-
ical resistance, and low thermal expansion.

It is very important to fully understand the macroscopic and
microscopic behavior of silica under the constraints of the intended
applications, in order to ensure a long-term reliable operation of these
devices in their environment. Indeed, a huge amount of research
investigations has been dedicated to this material for tens of years,1–3

and yet some of its properties are still not well known.
From the microscopic point of view, silica glass is a simple amor-

phous material that is composed of a 3D continuous random network
(CRN) of tetrahedron units; each unit consists of a silicon atom
bounded to four oxygen atoms.1,4 These tetrahedra are arranged

forming rings of different sizes. Their distribution ranges between 3
and 10 with a maximum of 6-membered rings.5 Several studies were
held on the permanent densification of silica since 1950s after neutron
irradiation.6 Density variation was investigated in vitreous silica, and
its crystalline polymorph irradiated by different radiation types such
as neutrons, ions, electrons, protons, UV laser, and IR femtosecond
laser was also used in order to densify silica.6,7 The most widespread
commercial application is the use of UV light that is employed to pro-
duce in-fiber/waveguide Bragg gratings by inducing refractive index
change via two photon densification process and point defects crea-
tion.8,9 The IR fs laser is also used to imprint a wide range of free space
optical components as well as waveguides and Bragg gratings-based
devices.10

Under electron irradiation, some modifications are induced in
the silica structure depending on the deposited dose. Raman spectros-
copy is one of the most common techniques used to study the struc-
tural change in silica glass materials. In particular, in the case of
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densification by fs laser or electrons, the increase in the D2 Raman
band area is well known and it corresponds to an increase in the 3-
membered rings associated with a decrease in the Si-O-Si average
angle.11,12 On the other hand, the compaction of silica under high
pressure (HP) has been more investigated.13 In detail, it has been dem-
onstrated that under a pressure of 25GPa at room temperature, it is
possible to reach a maximum densification degree of �21% (2.66 g/
cm3).14 At higher temperature (HP-HT), the densification can be
obtained with a lower pressure.13

The relaxation of hot compressed sample has been recently stud-
ied either following a thermal annealing by Cornet et al.15 and
Guerette et al.16 or after irradiation.17 In particular, Guerette et al.
aimed to characterize the High Density Amorphous (HDA) to Low
Density Amorphous (LDA) transition in hot compressed silica sam-
ples. They showed that there is no thermal induced first order poly-
morphic transition like in amorphous ice, but they explained the
multiplicity of configurational states in HDA silica with a funnel-
shaped rugged description of the energy landscape. Furthermore, in
Ref. 18, we have shown that the relaxation of different densified silica
samples under electron irradiation (up to a dose of �GGy) seems
to tend to a certain equilibrium value regardless of the initial densifica-
tion stage and structure. Irradiation by fast neutrons causes a densifi-
cation of vitreous silica19,20 that reaches a maximum value of
2.26 g/cm3, i.e., an increase of approximately 3%, after a dose of 1020

neutrons/cm2. Quartz, tridymite, and cristobalite attain the same den-
sity after heavy neutron irradiation. The new phase is called amor-
phous metamict silica, a mineralogical term that describes the gradual
and ultimately complete destruction of a crystal structure to yield an
amorphous phase. On the other hand, a recent theoretical work made
by17 showed the possibility to reproduce the experimental results of
the density of a-quartz irradiated up to 500 � 1018 neutrons/cm2. In
particular, the calculations are in agreement with the density measure-
ments up to �2.26 g/cm3, and then the simulated density seems to
decrease down to 2.2 g/cm3.

The main purpose of this work is to improve the results obtained
in Ref. 18 by irradiating new HP-HT densified samples with low elec-
tron irradiation doses (106, 107, and 108Gy) and 600K irradiation
(6� 108Gy), but above all to check out the “equilibrium density val-
ue” at very high doses (11 GGy). To do so, we focused our attention
on Raman spectroscopy for investigating the structural change and
Photoluminescence (PL) for point defects generation.

Three different HP-HT conditions leading to three different den-
sities (see Table I) were used to densify high purity synthetic silica glass
known by Suprasil F300 (<1 ppm of OH, typ. 2000 ppm of Cl) from
Heraeus. The densification was ensured by a belt press at Institut
Lumière Matière (ILM) University of Lyon 1. The used method is well

described in Ref. 21. The density measurements were held following
the “sink-float method” which is based on the Archimedean tech-
nique. In detail, we measured the weights of the samples in the air and
then in a known immersion liquid (toluene in our case). The density
(in g/cm3) of each sample can be deduced from the well-known
relation between these weights, density, and the temperature of
toluene (density(T)¼ 0.8845–0.9159� 10�3�Tþ 0.368� 10�6�T2,
T in �C).22 The experiments were repeated 3 times, and the error is
estimated to be less than 10�2. Both Raman spectroscopy and photolu-
minescence (PL) measurements were performed using an externally
double diode laser emitting a continuum light at 488 nm from spectra
physics, and a spectrometer of type SHAMROCK coupled to a CCD
Andor camera is used for detection. We used SIRIUS electron acceler-
ator facility in Laboratoire des Solides Irradi�es for the irradiation of
the densified samples, with an energy of 2.5MeV, which ensures a
homogenous irradiation along the samples’ volume, and doses of
(1, 10, 100MGy, and 11 GGy) at room temperature (RT¼ 300K) and
600K (6� 108Gy).

Density values’ evolution under irradiation is shown in Fig. 1.
We can notice that there are no big differences between the density of
the HP-HT densified samples from 1 up to 100 MGy, and their values
are comparable to the pristine ones. However, from approximately 1
GGy, these density values go down,18 and at very high doses (11 GGy),
they seem to reach a unique value (around 2.26 g/cm3) regardless of
the densification conditions. We also underline that even the sample
that was slightly densified by changing its fictive temperature
(Tf-1250 �C) is reaching the same density at this very high dose.

Aiming to investigate the structural modifications, we performed
Raman spectroscopy, and the obtained spectra of the different HP-
HT, Tf and nondensified F300 samples are shown in Fig. 2. In agree-
ment with the literature, we can distinguish a difference in the spectral
shapes of the densified pristine samples compared to the suprasil F300
reference sample [Fig. 2(a)]. In particular, there is a shift of the main
band toward the lower frequencies indicating that the average angles
of Si-O-Si have been reduced, in agreement with the respective density
degree of the four densified samples. In addition, the FWHM of the
440 cm�1 band is decreasing, which also supports the density increase.

TABLE I. Densification conditions of the tested samples. We remind that nontreated
silica density is 2.2 g/cm3.

Sample Pressure T Density

Tf-1250 �C … … 2.206 g/cm3

4GPa_450 �C 4 GPa 450 �C 2.294 g/cm3

5GPa_350 �C 5 GPa 350 �C 2.422 g/cm3

5GPa_1000 �C 5 GPa 1000 �C 2.612 g/cm3 FIG. 1. Density measurements of the different tested samples from 1 MGy up to
11 GGy.
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Furthermore, a variation of the D1 and D2 Raman bands intensities is
noticed in the different spectra before irradiation.

When we irradiated these samples at RT and up to the dose of
100 MGy by 2.5MeV electrons, we obtained no remarkable changes
in terms of vibrational structure. Indeed, Raman spectra’s shape of the
irradiated samples from 1 MGy up to 100 MGy does not change com-
pared to the ones of the pristine samples (data not reported here).
These results are thus in agreement with the density stability displayed
in Fig. 1.

Figure 2(b) illustrates the Raman spectra of all the HP-HT densi-
fied samples, the Tf-1250 �C, and also the Suprasil F300 one that have
been irradiated up to 11 GGy. Very similar Raman spectra are obtained
regardless of the densification conditions, attesting for a relaxation of
the network (namely, glass expansion for HP-HT samples but densifi-
cation for the Tf-1250 �C sample) until getting a similar vibrational
signature at 11 GGy, indicating the formation of a unique silica poly-
morph. These Raman spectra show a high intensity of the D2 band,
which means the amount of 3-membered rings is quite high for this
structural state compared to the nontreated silica. Here again, the
increase in the D2 Raman band does not indicate a macroscopic densi-
fication of the related samples as already shown in Refs. 18 and 23.

This confirms our previous hypothesis reported in Ref. 18, where
we expected that the macroscopic density of all silica glasses tends to

reach a unique equilibrium (2.26 g/cm3) value after irradiating at very
high doses. In this contest, it is worth to mention that the thermally
densified sample by changing its fictive temperature (Tf ¼ 1250 �C)
shows also both the same Raman spectrum and density as the other
HP-HT densified samples after 11 GGy irradiation. It seems that the
silica network passes through different configurational disorder states
with different rates depending on the densification conditions (ampli-
tude, method, temperature) and the irradiation conditions until reach-
ing an equilibrium state at �11 GGy, where both the vibrational
signature and the macroscopic density are stable regardless of their
densification history. It is worth reminding that after neutron irradia-
tion, both alpha-quartz and silica19,20 show, in the same way, a density
of around 2.26 g/cm3.

In order to complete our investigations of the structural relaxa-
tion of the HP-HT densified silica glasses under electron irradiation,
we performed a set of irradiations at 600K with a dose of 600 MGy.
Figure 3(a) compares Raman spectra of the 4GPa_450 �C densified
sample irradiated at 600 MGy at 300K and at 600K. We can notice
that there is a higher increase in the intensity of D1 and D2 Raman
bands when the sample is irradiated at high temperature. Note we
obtained the same tendency for the other HP-HT samples. At the
same time, we remind from Fig. 2(b) that the intensity of the D2 band
is very high in the 2.26 g/cm3 silica phase. Also, the thermal relaxation

FIG. 2. Raman spectra of HP-HT and a reference Suprasil F300 nondensified sam-
ple: (a) Pristine samples. (b) Postmortem measurements after 11 GGy of electron
irradiation at room T.

FIG. 3. Temperature effects on the 4 GPa_450 �C sample. (a) Raman spectra of
irradiated samples at 600 MGy at RT and 600 K. (b) Photoluminescence spectra of
the same samples excited at 488 nm and normalized to the intensity at �540 nm.
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of densified silica has shown to induce an increase in the area of the
D2 band during the transitory phase.

15 This may indicate that at 600K
the relaxation process under irradiation is accelerated toward the
equilibrium state revealing in such a way that the relaxation under
irradiation is a thermally activated mechanism. Following this view,
the density measurements of these samples irradiated at higher
temperature show that their respective macroscopic densities (see
Table II) are getting indeed closer to the 2.26 g/cm3 value compared to
the irradiated samples at RT.

Figure 3(b) illustrates the photoluminescence spectra excited at
488nm of the same irradiated samples (4GPa_450 �C) at RT and
600K. These spectra are normalized to the emission band at �545nm
(green luminescence). Our recent work24 has demonstrated a straight
link between the green luminescence at�540nm and the densification
of silica. In particular, the defects responsible of this green lumines-
cence are still unknown; however, it has been demonstrated that they
are related to the silica densification.24 Also, it has been shown that the
compaction of silica modifies the spectral shape of the emission of the
Non-Bridging Oxygen Hole Center (NBOHCs) defects at 650 nm,
inducing an additional contribution at �610 nm interpreted as
another NBOHC species with different surrounding environment.24

We can also distinguish here the contribution at 610nm in the
irradiated samples as shown in Ref. 24. Such finding is in agreement
with results reported by Morana et al.25 where the authors highlighted
some changes in the spectroscopic properties of the NBOHCs under
neutrons irradiation. The interesting information here is the difference
of ratio between the green and the NBOHC species luminescence as a
function of the irradiation temperature. It seems that when the
temperature is higher the ratio between these two emissions is higher
compared to RT. This can be surprising if we considered that the high
temperature “normally” leads to decrease the concentration of such
defects (the NBOHCs are known to be annealed at T� 400 �C26).

However, in the case of “writing and erasure” processes that
are thermally activated, it is expected to observe a faster kinetic as for
UV-induced refractive index changes in Ge-doped silica27 but also for
many other distributed processes in glasses28 like radiodarkening, pho-
todarkening, or the thermal relaxation of HP-HT silica.15 In this con-
text, we can mention similar results that were presented by Girard
et al.29 where the authors performed c-rays irradiation up to 1 MGy at
300 �C on pure-silica-core optical fibers, and they found out that the
NBOHC’s concentration increases under these conditions. In our case,
the higher amount of NBOHC may be also related to the greater crea-
tion of 4 and 3-membred rings at the expense of 6-membred rings at
600K. Further investigations are required in order to better explain
the coupled irradiation-temperature effects in these samples.

In conclusion, several works6,7,14,15,17,20 have dealt with the struc-
tural modifications and density variation of compacted silica glass
under HP, HP-HT, or different types of irradiation. The relaxation of
these silica glasses with different topological disorder was also studied

under irradiation or thermal treatment. Depending on the initial com-
paction conditions, they exhibit different relaxation mechanisms
following different physicochemical pathways. However, similarly to
what is reported in silica polymorphs like quartz, tridymite, and cristo-
balite under neutrons irradiation, we demonstrate that at high dose
electron irradiation (typ. 11 GGy), the density of all the studied sam-
ples reaches an equilibrium value around 2.26 g/cm3, identical to the
polymorphic silica metamict phase. In particular, whatever the initial
topological disorder, all samples relax with different kinetics but they
reach the same Raman signature “at equilibrium,” describing a state
mostly based on the associated 6-membered rings30 but with a high
amount of 4 and 3 membered rings. This shares the view of the modu-
lated structure model proposed by Marians and Burdett31 that consists
of domains of ordered regions linked by interfacial less ordered
regions. The ordered regions, while not crystalline, exhibit a tridymite-
like structure, i.e., 6-ring local clusters, whereas interfacial regions con-
tain larger as well as smaller rings.

The irradiation at 600K accelerates the relaxation process
emphasizing the role of NBOHC to reach this silica metamict state.
This indicates that silica metamict phase formation is a thermally acti-
vated process. In addition, this reveals that silica relaxation under elec-
tron irradiation resembles the metamictization process observed in
silica crystalline polymorphs and is likely related to the structural
relaxation process of a highly “defective SiO2 matrix” triggered by a
critical point defects concentration as suggested by Refs. 32 and 33.
However, at this step, this is still unclear if there is a unique metamict
phase, common to all silica polymorphs, provided they are irradiated
with a sufficient high dose.

As a perspective, Rayleigh scattering seems to be a good experi-
mental tool to provide further information about Rayleigh scattering
in the different HP-HT densified samples before and after irradiation
since such a technique is known to be sensitive to the refractive index
and the density variation, and it can enrich the results reported in this
paper.
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